“Tiffine Wang” (a partner of MS&AD Ventures) has been selected as “Women of Influence” (Women leader who have achieved outstanding results)

MS&AD Ventures Inc. (“MS&AD Ventures”), Corporate Venture Capital of MS&AD Insurance Group Holdings, Inc. (President and CEO: Noriyuki Hara), announced that Tiffine Wang, a partner of MS&AD Ventures has been selected as “Women of Influence 2022” sponsored by the Silicon Valley Business Journal. “Women of Influence” is a prestigious award given to women leaders who have achieved outstanding results and brought about social change through their work in Silicon Valley.

Through effective investment activities by MS&AD Ventures, MS&AD Insurance Group will continue to enhance customer experience value and operational productivity, and strive for sustainable growth and enhancement of corporate value, while incorporating new business models utilizing advanced technologies.

1. “Women of Influence”
- An award program sponsored by the Silicon Valley Business Journal, a news media company with strengths in business information in the Silicon Valley area of the United States. Since its inception in 2005, 100 awardees have been selected every year.
- Women candidates based in Silicon Valley are evaluated and selected based on their impact on society, industry and the region as leaders and their achievements. In particular, they place importance on their performance as leaders of organizations, such as fulfilling their roles as outside directors and observers.
- The selection is conducted strictly by an evaluation team consisting of the editors of Silicon Valley Business Journal and past winners.


2. Awardee
(1) Awardee: MS&AD Ventures Partner  Tiffine Wang
(http://linkedin.com/in/tiffinewang/)

(2) Tiffine Wang’s comment

I’m grateful to join the ranks of amazing leaders chosen as a “women of influence” for Silicon Valley. The path here was certainly not easy but I stayed true to my leadership style which stems from compassion and empowerment.

One of my greatest desires is to have more women leaders at MS&AD, Japan, and around the world lead authentically through their own strengths to better contribute and change the world for the better.

<Overview of MS&AD Ventures>

1. Name: MS&AD Ventures Inc.

2. Location: Menlo Park, California, U.S.A.

3. Shareholder: MS&AD Insurance Group Holdings, Inc. 100%

4. Investment targets: Start-ups aiming to generate synergies with the MS&AD Group *

* Overseas start-up companies focusing on early-stage (from the late start-up period to the early growth period) insurance and financial services

5. Investments: 81 companies (As of the end of June 2022)

6. MS&AD Ventures website: https://msad.vc/